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Pooled investment vehicles typically provide much more limited information, with the 
fullest detail provided in annual reports.  

SMA investors receive timely and detailed reporting from both the custodian and the 
Portfolio Manager, allowing them to be fully aware of exactly how their portfolio is invested.  
The custodian provides monthly reporting, which includes all positions owned by the 
investor at month end and all activity processed through the account, including purchases, 
sales, interest, dividends, other income, deposits, withdrawals and fees.  The custodian also 
provides transaction confirmations of all purchase and sale transactions as they occur.  If 
investors wish, the custodian also provides online access that allows clients to view all 
activity in their portfolios on a daily basis.  The Portfolio Manager provides quarterly 
reporting which also includes position and activity reporting, with additional reporting of 
the rate of return on the portfolio and benchmarks.

Transparency

Pooled investment vehicles, like mutual funds, segregated funds, pooled funds and 
wrap accounts, often have a fee structure that is much higher than the Management 
Fees charged on SMAs.  These higher fees may not be tax-deductible.

Management Fees for Separately Managed Accounts (‘SMAs’) are generally lower than for 
pooled investment vehicles, with larger investors paying annual Management Fees of 1.50 
percent or less. For taxable accounts, these fees are usually tax-deductible. For investors 
that are in the higher marginal tax brackets, the after-tax fee can be as low as 0.75 percent 
or less.

Management Fees

The Separately Managed Account is exactly that- each investor has their own account, 
opened in their name at a trusted independent custodian, managed according to their 
wishes.
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Individual Reporting

Investors want to know exactly what their returns have been in order to understand whether 
they can achieve their individual goals.  SMA reporting shows the precise return on 
investments and compares that performance to a benchmark index.  This level of detail in 
reporting may not be available from pooled investments.

Tax Efficiency

SMAs provide a cost base that is unique to each investor, which means that the realized 
capital gains and capital losses in the account reflect the actual gains and losses for that 
investor.  SMAs provide the investor with the ability to control the timing of transactions that 
have tax implications, providing valuable benefits such as gain and loss matching or tax loss 
harvesting.


Pooled investment vehicles are managed in aggregate for all investors.  All of the 
transactions made over the course of the year have tax implications, which could lead 
to unexpected taxes, regardless of whether the value of the pooled investment has 
increased or decreased since the time that it was acquired.


Performance 

SMAs have the potential to produce better returns than pooled investment vehicles because 
the portfolio can be efficiently invested.  The portfolios typically remain fully-invested and 
cash flow changes, both additions and withdrawals, occur only as directed by the investor.  
Investors also have the opportunity to provide the Portfolio Manager with advance notice to 
create liquidity for large or unscheduled withdrawals.


Pooled investment vehicles often receive information about purchases and 
redemptions late in the business day and are unable to adjust the portfolio immediately, 
creating a need to hold cash to accommodate these investment cash flows.






With pooled investment vehicles, the investor is liquidating units of the pool, not the 
individual securities that comprise the pool.  If the unit price has declined, the investor 
will need to sell additional units to meet his withdrawal requirements.

considerations and other investor concerns into account when selling securities.

Investment risk has often been defined as being forced to liquidate at an inopportune 
time.  With an SMA, the Portfolio Manager can decide which specific securities to sell 
when an investor requests a withdrawal.  Even in down markets, some investments will 
perform better on a relative basis than others in a portfolio, allowing the Portfolio 
Manager to select better performers to sell.  The Portfolio Manager could also take tax

Flexibility of Redemptions

Pooled investment vehicles follow the investment objective set out in the prospectus, 
managing in aggregate for all investors.  While this ensures that all investors are treated 
equally, it means that the individual needs of the investors are not considered.

Investors communicate their return and risk constraints, income requirements and other 
relevant investment information through their Investment Policy Statement.  Investors can 
also include other constraints in this document, including socially responsible investing, 
over- or underweighting certain market sectors, or including or excluding specific 
companies.  The result is that the Portfolio Manager has clear guidelines for how to 
construct and maintain the SMA to meet the requirements of each individual investor.

Customization

portfolio.  

No two investors are the same.  Investors have different expectations of return, the 
risk that they are willing to assume, and the income that they require from their
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Management Focus

SMAs reflect the investment style of the Portfolio Manager and the constraints of the 
Investment Policy Statement.  This allows the Portfolio Manager to focus research on a 
manageable number of companies within their area of expertise, allowing for a better 
understanding of both the companies and the industries in which they operate and allowing 
the Portfolio Manager to select a smaller number of best in class companies for investor 
portfolios.


Pooled investment vehicles typically employ a wider investment focus that reflects the 
investment objective set out in the Prospectus.  This often leads to over-diversified 
investment portfolios that resemble a benchmark index.









Your Dedicated Portfolio Manager

The Portfolio Manager is there not only to turn your investment policy into your 
portfolio, but to help the investor understand what is happening every step of the way.


Service

SMAs allow investors to receive a high level of service from the Portfolio Managers.  
Investors receive a customized investment portfolio, reflecting both their Investment Policy 
Statement and any other information shared with the Portfolio Manager.  These Portfolio 
Managers are also responsible for securities and economic research, ensuring that they are 
knowledgeable about the securities in which we invest and the reasons that they are 
included in investor portfolios.  Investors are always welcome to communicate with their 
Portfolio Manager, ensuring that they understand how their portfolio is being managed.


Pooled investment vehicles do not provide a customized investment solution or a direct 
relationship with the Portfolio Manager.



The content  of  this booklet is intended for  information purposes only and does not constitute an 
offer  to  buy  or  sell our products  or  services.  It is not intended  as  investment  and/or  financial 
advice on any subject matter,  nor is it intended to be tax advice.  Investors  should consult with an 
appropriate professional for such advice. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the 
content in this booklet  however  BCV Asset Management Inc.  shall not incur any liability arising in 
connection with the information contained herein.
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